While the book IS the Russian translation of my book – Black Patent Shoes Dancing With
MS©1989, the author photo is not me!
Google Translation of introductory blurb …
In the treatment of Multiple Sclerosis, medicine has not advanced one step, there is not a single
patient who has long been put on his feet by doctors in all countries of the world. This is both
terrifying and not. Therefore, it is extremely important to collect bit by bit the experience of
people who have made personal discoveries, collected important medical information, and made
their own achievements in the field of victory over the disease.
It is such a unique experience that Eva Marsh shares. Her debut of the disease (multiple
sclerosis) began at age 22, the symptoms increased according to the well-known pattern, but then
everything happened completely different than is commonly believed. At a certain point, Eve
began to write down her days, years, all of her experience has developed in this book. Having no
literary gift, she became the favorite table book of many. Her specific searches, conclusions and
tips allow you to see the problem from different angles. To understand the lack of doom that
everyone who is diagnosed hears is multiple sclerosis.
She easily describes all stages of her life, despite the complexity of her own family situation. Eve
becomes absolutely dear after the first moments of encountering symptoms that are not familiar
to every pc.
By the middle of the book, you completely lose the thread, Eve writes about herself or about me.
So the situations and people in the book are repeated, the scenery and the names of the heroes
only change. This gives great hope that its path can be repeated in its execution and achieve a
similar result.
This is a rare book, it is the most positive reading that has ever been written about multiple
sclerosis. The book nourishes, gives strength and supports a quivering spirit. She completely
rejects the generally accepted formula about the complete disability of patients with a diagnosis
at a certain age.
Eve, an active woman who is over 71 years old and many of us up to this age live a long time.
Therefore, the idea of a full-fledged life with multiple sclerosis is embedded in Eve’s narrative,
which you need to familiarize yourself with, understand the essence and grasp the important, for
each his own. THANK YOU shtift70 for sharing my story. Eva Marsh

